CLASSIC CUBS TYPE RATING
ASSESSMENT SHEET
Pilot Name: ……………………………… Aircraft Type: …………………………………
This assessment may be oral or written. The Instructor will determine which.
If certain items do not apply for the particular aircraft type denote these as N/A
GROUND
Where are the aircraft documents located e.g.
CofA, Flight Manual, Required Placards
When does this aircraft's Annual Review of Airworthiness expire?
Gross weight of aircraft lb
Empty weight of aircraft lb
Capacity of luggage locker in lb
Capacity of fuel tank(s) Ltr
Location of fuel tank drain(s)
Location of fuel filter drain(s)
Location of fuel tank breather(s)
Useable fuel Ltr
Fuel grade and octane rating
Fuel consumption at cruise
Oil Capacity max. and min.
Fuel consumption training
Oil grade and type
Location of pitot head
Location of static port
Maximum permissible engine RPM
Horsepower rating of engine
Idle RPM
Max allowable mag drop
RPM for run-up checks
Cruise RPM @ 3000ft
Aircraft Max. permissible VNE
Maximum flap speed VFE
Max manoeuvring speed VA
Max Rough Air speed VRA
Best Rate of Climb speed
Normal climb speed
Best glide speed
Normal approach speed
Maximum crosswind speed
Short field approach speed
Stall speed no flaps (MAUW)
Stall speed full flaps
(MAUW)
Should Carburettor Heat be applied
Should Carburettor Heat be
before the throttle is closed
applied on Take-off
How many circuit breakers/fuses are
Can the circuit breakers be
there
reset in flight
Location of aircraft battery
Location of first aid kit
With full fuel tank(s), oil, and two
What are the Centre of
75kg persons is the aircraft within
Gravity limits, Forward and
Centre of Gravity and weight limits
Aft
Detail any special handling characteristics or requirments.

What special considerations must you consider during preflight when flying the aircraft solo?
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Use todays Notam/Weather brief (attach a copy) and the aircraft flight manual to
answer the following questions.
Plan a flight from AR to TT, then answer the following questions;
1. With 2 adults and max bags how much fuel can we carry?
2. What takeoff distance will you require on the grass vector at AR?
3. What landing distance will you require at TT?
4. With Max fuel and 2 adults, how much baggage can we carry on this flight?

Notes: Use CAA form 24061-13 for flight exercises and certification.

The candidate has been examined against the criteria for this aircraft type and has been:
SUCCESSFUL

UNSUCCESSFUL

Signed: ________________________
Date: _________________

(strike out one)
Instructor # ______

Type Rating Statement entered in pilot logbook and signed:

YES

NO

ATO/INSTRUCTOR
Copy to Classic Cubs Office for Pilot's Personal File.
Administration
Sent to CAA:

Classic Cubs

Signed: _____________________
Date: _______________________
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